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Plan v. Settlor Expenses under 
ERISA and Non-ERISA Defined 
Benefit and Defined 
Contribution Plans 

 
 
 

ERISA and Department of 
Labor Guidance Relating to 
Plan Expenses (and 
Comparable Internal Revenue 
Code Requirements for Non-
ERISA Plans) 
 

Plans Impacted - ERISA Plans, Non-ERISA Plans 

(including Governmental, Church, or Other Tax 
Exempt 403(b), 457(b), 457(f) Plans) and Group 
Sponsored IRAs 

The rules discussed in this white paper apply to tax 

qualified defined benefit and defined contribution 

plans subject to the Employee Retirement Income 

Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) and Department of  

Labor (DOL) Regulations. The rules also apply to 

other retirement plans that are not subject to ERISA 

and DOL Regulations but are subject to comparable 

provisions of the Internal Revenue Code (the 

Code). Plans that are not subject to ERISA are 

listed in a chart at the end of this document with 

references to the comparable provisions of the 

Code or Treasury Regulation that applies. In 

addition, the chart cites circumstances where state 

insurance department laws may apply.  Please note 

that the Code contains provisions comparable to the 

ERISA provisions described below. Therefore, the 

DOL requirements described in the following 

paragraphs also apply to those non-ERISA plans 
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listed in the chart.  The Treasury Department defers 

to the DOL on interpretations of these statutory 

requirements regarding the use of plan assets to pay 

settlor expenses and, therefore, non-ERISA plans 

should review and apply any DOL guidance on this 

subject. 

 

Section 404(a)(1)(D) of ERISA requires that plan 

fiduciaries discharge their duties in accordance with 

the plan document(s).  A plan document will 

typically include language that authorizes payment 

of reasonable plan administrative expenses from 

plan assets.  The DOL has also clarified that even if 

the plan is silent regarding the payment of 

administrative expenses, plan assets may be used to 

pay reasonable administrative expenses.   

 

The plan fiduciary is required by ERISA to 

determine whether payments for plan expenses 

would be consistent with ERISA requirements, 

including general fiduciary responsibility 

provisions of sections 403 and 404 of ERISA.  

These sections provide that plan assets may only be 

used for the exclusive benefit of the participants 

and beneficiaries, and provide that plan fiduciaries 

must ensure that plan assets only be used to defray 

reasonable plan administrative expenses.  

 

ERISA section 406 prohibits the plan fiduciary 

from dealing with plan assets for his or her own 

benefit, or engaging in a transaction that constitutes 

a direct or indirect furnishing of goods, services 

and facilities between the plan and a party in 

interest where the party in interest benefits from 

plan assets.  However, ERISA section 408 provides 

an exemption from the prohibition of section 406 

for those plan services that are necessary and are 

provided pursuant to a reasonable contract or 

arrangement for reasonable compensation.  

 

Definitions of Plan and Settlor Expenses  

Expenses that “may” be paid by the plan are 

administrative “plan expenses” (the plan sponsor 

always has the option to pay these expenses rather 

than paying them from plan assets).  Administrative 

plan expenses are those reasonable expenses 

referenced in sections 403 and 404 of ERISA which 

include direct expenses properly and actually 

incurred in the performance of a fiduciary’s duties 

to administer the plan.  

 

Expenses that “must” be paid by the plan sponsor 

are known as settlor expenses.  The DOL has, for a 

long time, taken the position that there is a class of 

discretionary activities which relate to the 

formation, rather than the management of plans.  

These activities are referred to as “settlor 

functions” and they generally include decisions 

relating to the establishment, design and 

termination of the plan.  The DOL has ruled that 

expenses incurred in connection with the 

performance of settlor functions would not be 

considered reasonable plan expenses because they 

would be incurred for the benefit of the employer’s 

business and would involve expenses for which the 

plan sponsor could reasonably be expected to bear 

the cost in the normal course of its business 

operations.     
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While the DOL prohibits the use of plan assets to 

pay settlor expenses, it has clarified that plan assets 

may be used to pay reasonable expenses to 

administer the plan, even if there is an incidental 

benefit to the plan sponsor.  The United States 

Supreme Court has recognized that plan sponsors 

receive incidental benefits by offering an employee 

benefit plan, such as attracting and retaining 

employees, and the DOL has ruled that the mere 

receipt of such incidental benefits by plan sponsors 

does not convert a plan expense to a settlor 

expense.  

 

Comparative Examples of Plan and Settlor 
Expenses  

When a plan sponsor establishes a retirement plan, 

it is a voluntary activity, and the plan sponsor must 

make the decision regarding what type of qualified 

plan to offer and what the plan provisions will be.  

In addition, this requires the drafting of a plan 

document and a request for an initial determination 

letter from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).  

Expenses associated with all these “formation” 

activities are considered settlor expenses that must 

be paid by the plan sponsor.  However, 

implementation of the settlor’s decision to establish 

a plan, which includes the set up, recordkeeping 

and other administrative functions, would generally 

be considered plan expenses that can be paid from 

plan assets. 

 

An amendment to the plan may be either a settlor 

expense or a plan expense, depending on the 

particular circumstance.  If it is a discretionary 

amendment where the plan sponsor initiates a 

change to plan provisions, such as the eligibility 

requirements, it is generally a settlor expense.  

However, if the amendment is required to comply 

with regulatory requirements in order to maintain 

the plan’s tax qualified status, such as an 

amendment to comply with the Pension Protection 

Act of 2006, it is generally considered a plan 

administrative expense that can be paid from plan 

assets.   If an analysis is required by the plan 

sponsor in order to make a choice of options 

available to comply with regulatory requirements, 

the expense incurred in analyzing the options may 

be considered a settlor expense.  As you can see, 

facts and circumstances play an important role in 

this “settlor” versus “plan” expense determination. 

 

Activities relating to ongoing plan operation, such 

as the cost of determination letters for regulatory 

amendments, routine nondiscrimination testing, 

Form 5500, actuarial valuations, and participant 

statements, are generally considered plan 

administrative expenses that can be paid from plan 

assets.   

 

However, for defined benefit plans, some reports 

required by the Financial Accounting Standards 

Board, typically referred to as FASB Accounting 

Standards Codification, would be settlor expenses 

because this activity is driven by the plan sponsor’s 

financial reporting needs. 

 

Non-routine nondiscrimination testing done in 

advance of an anticipated or proposed plan change 

would generally be considered a settlor expense.  In 

addition, government imposed fines or penalties on 
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the plan, or fees for submission under the IRS 

corrections programs, would generally be settlor 

expenses.    

 

When a plan is terminated, costs incurred in the 

analysis of the plan termination, or any required 

plan amendments, are generally considered settlor 

expenses.  However, costs for IRS determination 

letters or Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation 

premium payments (for qualified defined benefit 

plans), and costs for administrative work associated 

with the plan termination, such as final participant 

statements, are plan expenses that can be paid from 

plan assets.    

 

At the end of this document is a chart that provides 

more detailed examples of plan and settlor 

expenses. 

 

Plan Qualification and Other Issues  

In order to maintain the plan’s favorable tax 

qualified status, a plan sponsor must ensure that the 

plan document agrees with the operation of the plan 

for paying plan administrative expenses, as well as 

ensuring that plan assets are not used to pay settlor 

expenses.  An improper payment of expenses from 

plan assets can result in significant consequences, 

such as a breach of fiduciary duty, a prohibited 

transaction, or a violation of the exclusive benefit 

rule.   This document is intended to provide an 

overview of plan expenses versus settlor expenses.  

At the end of the day, it is the plan sponsor’s 

ongoing fiduciary responsibility to determine 

whether a particular expense is properly 

characterized as a plan expense or a settlor expense.  

As you can see from some of the examples 

included in this article, there are expenses that arise 

where it is not clear whether they are plan expenses 

or a settlor expenses.  The plan sponsor should 

consult with their legal counsel to determine 

whether the expense can be paid from plan assets, 

or if the fee is a settlor expense that should not be 

paid from the plan’s assets.  

 

Multiemployer Plans - In Field Assistance Bulletin 

2002-2, the Department of Labor ruled that, where 

relevant documents, such as collective bargaining 

agreements or plan documents, specify that the 

trustees of a multiemployer plan will act as 

fiduciaries in carrying out activities which would 

otherwise be considered settlor functions, such 

activities would be considered plan expenses and 

could be paid from plan assets.  If the documents 

are silent, then the trustees’ activities that are settlor 

in nature will generally be considered settlor 

expenses.  Given the complexity of multiemployer 

plans, it is important for the plan sponsor to be 

aware of the provisions of the documents regarding 

trustee activities and for the plan sponsor’s ERISA 

counsel to provide advice regarding which 

expenses can be paid from plan assets.   

 

MassMutual’s ERISA Advisory ServicesSM 

 

This document is for informational purposes 

only and should not be construed as legal and/or 

tax advice. Please consult with your own legal 

counsel and other experienced advisors 

regarding the application of the matters 

described herein to your specific circumstances. 
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Non-ERISA Retirement Plan Subject to 

Rules on  

Plan v. Settlor Expenses 

Internal Revenue Code Section or Treasury 
Regulation 

Exclusive Benefit Rule Applies   

401(a) Plan sponsored by Governmental, Church 

or other Tax Exempt entity  
Code §401(a)(2) 

403(b) Plan sponsored by Governmental, Church 

or other Tax Exempt entity 

Treasury Regulation 1.403(b)-8(d)(2)(iii) imposes an 

exclusive benefit requirement on 403(b) assets held in a 

custodial account. State insurance laws typically require 

that an annuity contract contain an exclusive benefit 

provision. 

457(b) Plan sponsored by Governmental entity Code §457(g)(1) 

457(b) Plan sponsored by Tax Exempt entity or 

457(f) Plan 

State insurance laws typically require that an annuity 

contract contain an exclusive benefit provision. 

Group Sponsored Traditional IRA or Roth IRA Code §408(c)  
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Guidelines for Plan v. Settlor Expenses 

Type of 

Plan Activity 
Employer Must Pay  

(for settlor actions)  

Plan Can Pay1
 

 
(for actions that relate to 

plan administration and maintenance)  
PLAN ESTABLISHMENT  

 Determining the type of plan to establish Drafting trust document (if separate from plan document) 

 Cost analysis, design proposals  

 Drafting initial plan document (which may include trust)  

 Drafting corporate resolutions  

 Legal fees  

 Consulting fees regarding plan design   

PLAN DESIGN  

 Legal fees: Plan Design studies, projected cost studies  
Determination Letter requests for plan amendments to maintain 
qualified status due to changes in tax law  

 Legal fees: Benefit formula/allocation changes  Determining plan benefits after implementation of amendments  

 Financial impact analysis of proposed changes  Amending for changes in fiduciary responsibilities  

 Plan benefit studies for potential amendments  Amending due to ERISA Title I compliance  

 Actuarial analyses for proposed plan design studies  
Amending for regulatory-mandated changes (e.g., PPA 
restatements)  

  Consulting fees: analysis for plan amendments and restatements   

 Plan design proposals (e.g., spin-off, conversion to cash balance)   

 Amending plan benefit formula  

 Amending plan to provide for spin-off  
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 Amending plan to include an Early Retirement Window Benefit  

 Any discretionary amendment  

 Union negotiations  

Guidelines for Plan v. Settlor Expenses 

Type of 

Plan Activity 
Employer Must Pay  

(for settlor actions)  

Plan Can Pay1
 

 
(for actions that relate to 

plan administration and maintenance)  
PLAN ADMINISTRATION  

 
Early Retirement Window Benefit calculations: Made before 
proposed amendment is adopted  

Early Retirement Window Benefit calculations: Made after 
amendment is adopted  

 Establishing a participant loan program  Operating an established participant loan program  

 Overhead costs: Office space  
Overhead costs: supplies and equipment utilized to provide services 
to the plan (telephone voice response system, retirement planning 
software) 

 
Recordkeeping Fees: Systems changes due to plan design 
change; computing annual deduction limits  

Recordkeeping Fees: Routine expenses and systems changes due 
to changes in the law.  

 
Disclosure documents: SPDs or SMMs revised for plan design 
changes  

Disclosure documents: Initial SPD, successive SPDs, SMMs, SPDs 
and SMMs revised for law changes, and other plan-related 
communications (i.e., enrollment, RMDs, retirement, participant 
educational seminars, etc.)  

 
If applicable, summary information in a booklet that relates to non-
pension plan matters (e.g., vacation policy, holiday schedule) 

Produce and distribute summary information about the pension plan 

  

On-going benefit calculations. (NOTE: Benefit calculations for 

different distribution options may be borne by the participant,  
rather than plan.) 

  
Service provider fees (trustee, accounting, custodial, investment 
management, participant-level investment advice, legal fees relating 
to plan administrative issues [non-settlor issues],and reporting fees)  

  Start-up fees associated with administrative outsourcing 

  
Determining DRO qualified status (NOTE:  Fees may be charged to 

individual participants, at plan fiduciary’s discretion) 

PLAN MAINTENANCE 

 
FASB Accounting Standards Codification Topics 712 and 
715  

Fidelity bond 

 
Non-routine nondiscrimination testing done in advance of a plan 
change (e.g., coverage or general tests done with proposed 
ERWB amendment to DB Plan.) 

Routine nondiscrimination testing 

  
Transaction fees (hardships, installments, checks, loans).  (NOTE: 

Expenses for hardships and processing distributions may be borne 
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Guidelines for Plan v. Settlor Expenses 

Type of 

Plan Activity 
Employer Must Pay  

(for settlor actions)  

Plan Can Pay1
 

 
(for actions that relate to 

plan administration and maintenance)  
PLAN MAINTENANCE, continued 

  Retirement and disability annual maintenance charges 

  
ERISA-required communications (e.g., SPDs, SARs and individual 
benefit statements for individual requests) 

  Fiduciary insurance 

  Periodic valuation (daily, annual, etc.) 

  Actuarial fees: costs associated with changing actuaries 

  Plan-to-plan transfer computations 

  
Fees incurred in locating “lost” individuals for benefit payments 
(NOTE: such expenses may be charged to the missing participant) 

  
Form 5500 series preparation and audited financials prepared by 
certified public accountant 

  Periodic compliance auditing 

GOVERNMENT-IMPOSED FEES 

 Plan-related penalties and fines Determining plan spin-off benefits (amount) 

 
Compliance programs, including IRS’s EPCRS costs, DOL’s 
5500 late filing program 

Determination Letter requests for proposed or adopted plan  
design amendments 

 EPCRS (Audit CAP sanction, VCP compliance fee) PBGC Premiums (PBGC Advisory Letter 74-10)  

 
DOL correction programs:  Voluntary Fiduciary Correction 
Program and Delinquent Filer Voluntary Compliance Program 

 

PLAN TERMINATION 

 Study incurred before decision to terminate the plan. Determination Letter request for terminating plan 

 Analysis of recoverable expenses after plan termination PBGC termination fees 

 Successor plan analysis and consulting fees Contract termination charges 

 Legal fees incurred in determining to terminate the plan Service provider termination charges 

  
Implementing plan termination (auditing the plan, preparing/filing 
annual reports, preparing benefit statements, calculating benefits, 
notifying participants of benefits under the plan) 

 

by the participant receiving the distribution.) 

1
 Plan administrators must determine, as plan fiduciaries, whether an expense is payable from the plan.  However, the plan sponsor may elect to pay for such expenses.   Plan documents should be reviewed to 

determine if any provisions govern payment of plan administrative expenses.  Each analysis is dependent on the particular facts and circumstances, and should be made prudently and in the interest of plan 
participants and beneficiaries.  If it is determined that an expense is payable from plan assets, the fiduciary determines whether the expense is a reasonable expense.   This Plan v. Settlor Expenses chart is 

not intended for use by multiemployer plans. 

Please note that this list is not intended to be a comprehensive list.  Rather, as expenses are incurred, a factual analysis should be made as to the nature of the services (e.g., proposed plan changes, statutory 
requirements).  This document is intended to provide an overview of plan expenses versus settlor expenses.  It is the plan administrator’s ongoing fiduciary responsibility to determine whether a particular 

expense is properly characterized as a plan administrative expense or a settlor expense.   In reviewing expenses, the plan administrator may determine that an expense represents both “settlor” (plan sponsor) 

fees and expenses that may be paid from plan assets.   In such a situation, the expense may require further breakdown. 

This Plan v. Settlor Expenses chart is distributed with the understanding that MassMutual is not engaged in rendering legal or tax advice or in providing accounting service.  If legal or tax advice or 

accounting service is needed, the assistance of an attorney or an accountant should be sought by the plan administrator. 


